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Hello there! I just wanted to post a new tab. This is a song buy the norwegian
artist Tone Damli.
Please tell me if anything is wrong in this text/tab!
Thanks.

G                       D
Pretty, you begging me pretty please.
                Em
And I have been on my knees
      D                       C
While you have been a passer by, oh
           G                      D
And I mean really, cause really I gotta say
              Em
Remember now, you left me
   D                           C
So dry your red and lying eyes

    C                     D
And you can t see, cause you re not smart
    Em               D
But nevertheless you broke my heart

Chorus

G
All this passion and all this pain
D
Just take it like a man and baby walk away
Em
And never look back, never look back
C
And never look back, never look back

G
All this crying in New York rain
D
It s just a bit pathetic and its far to late
Em
To ever look back, ever look back
C
I ll never look back, never look, look back for you

G                      D 



Easy, cause easy come, easy go
                     Em
And out of everybody you should know
    D                      C
But I am gonna point it out

C                         D
That you can t see, cause you re not smart
    Em               D
But nevertheless you broke my heart
Oh Yeah

Chorus

G
All this passion and all this pain
D
Just take it like a man and baby walk away
Em
And never look back, never look back
C
And never look back, never look back

G
All this crying in New York rain
D
It s just a bit pathetic and its far to late
Em
To ever look back, ever look back
C
I ll never look back, never look, look back for you

C                       D
I, I, I ,I, I, I mean it this time
    Em                            D
And you and I, I, I, I we died we did.

        C                 D
But you can t see, cause you re not smart
    Em               D
But nevertheless you broke my heart

You broke my heart

Oh yeah.

Chorus

G
All this passion and all this pain
D



Just take it like a man and baby walk away
Em
And never look back, never look back
C
And never look back, never look back

G
All this crying in New York rain
D
It s just a bit pathetic and its far to late
Em
To ever look back, ever look back
C
I ll never look back, never look, look back for you

G D Em C 
I will never look back for you
for you
for you
for you


